Welcome from the Iowa Center for Muscular Dystrophy Research Center
   - Kevin Campbell

Overview of Scientific Advances
   - Kevin Campbell

Wellstone Fellow Research Presentation
   - Angela Lee

Dystroglycanopathy Study Highlights
   - Kathy Mathews

Introduction of Sponsors
   - Kathy Mathews

Morning Breakout Session (choose one)
   Financial and Disability Planning-Frank Varvaris
   Coping with Health Changes-Melissa Grove
   Medical Q&A-Kathy Mathews, Seth Perlman

Advocacy and Federal Policy Update
   - Julie Christiansen

Afternoon Breakout Session concurrent with Teen/Tween Breakout (choose one)
   Research Scientist Q&A-Kevin Campbell, Steve Moore
   Yoga-Diana Gallegos
   Genetics/Inheritance-Christina Trout

Resilience
   - Shelly Horswill

Participant Panel
   ‘Talking to Others about My Muscular Dystrophy’

Dinner and Entertainment

¹Program is subject to change.

Family Play Area is open during morning and afternoon conference sessions.